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About This Game

In Heidentum you play against up to 3 other players in online matches, strategy is the focus point of the game, the way the
game flows makes sure you always use different strategies, some reasons down below.

- The landscape and environment are totally randomized every game, its procedural generated so the combinations are
basically infinite.

- The neutral creatures have all base stats plus a random value that make's them sometimes stronger and other times
weaker.

- Your unit's speciality are randomized, so you have to adapt your strategy to fit what you get.

- Each Paganism have different Strength's and Weakness, so the gameplay differ's from each other.

 Mixing those you get infinite possibilities in games, that's done to let players use their wisdom at full capacity, not blocking
them to certain strategies.
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Title: Heidentum
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Kirchesch
Publisher:
Kirchesch
Release Date: 11 Apr, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP / Windows Vista / Windows 7 / Windows 10

Processor: 2.0 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB VRAM

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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\u062e\u06cc\u0644\u06cc \u062e\u0648\u0628. love it <3. Got this *free* for pre-ordering.

The damn thing is basically a wiki app with a lot of background and lore. You shouldn't have to pay for this.. its a good game
and scary if you are playing in the dark. The free version of this game is a beautifully drawn adventure with casual platorming, a
deep and emotional storyline, and wholesome, clever humor. If you don't believe me, try it for yourself.

The new hard mode is borderline unfair. It's a great way to prove your gaming mastery, and under all the frustration is
something quite fun and a lot more polished than it looks.. "Indie, Casual" basically says it all. what also would say it all is
"really stupid, not worth actual real money". I had to build a separate machine out of spare parts (older components) just to play
this.
I promptly uninstalled after.

This isn't maintained. It will not play like how you remembered it.

it is at best a very lazy repackage.. Its alright. for 1.50 you get what ya pay for
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Its great but feels less polished thna overcooked at times. As someone who loves local coop games it doesnt take much time to
finish these games. Real fun is trying to get 3 stars in all maps but int his game i cant tell how to get 3 stars since there isnt a
score bsaed system.

When im stuck at 2 stars.. am i suppose to finish with more health? Am i suppose to finish faster? Doesnt chane anytihng if we
die during the play?. The historical accuaracy is great, but the game is really hard to handle, and it needs time to do so, while in
the process I struggle to enjoy my gameplay. The precedent opus was easier. But not better. I really wanted to like this game I
really did cause I like the gimick of using your mouse to slash through stuff or a touch screen but the simple fact is they control
scheme is very poorly thought out and due to a lack of deviation in imputs for strokes and mouse position results in the control
of your character being very clunky instead of the fluid movement it should be.

In short you'll go to jump over something and end up slashing upward and falling back down only to get hit.. Not quite like
anything I've played before, but I enjoyed it.

It reminded me a lot of one of those "choose your own adventure" books where your choices lead to different outcomes.
Another reviewer mentioned feeling railroaded, but I can only think of one instance where I felt like I definitely had my hands
tied, and I thought there should have been at least one other option. On a few other occasions, the narrative backs you into a
corner, but while the outcomes were regrettable, it felt right since those were pretty desperate situations.

The artwork and setting are really nicely done - one of the few games set in a wintry wasteland that actually manages to feel cold
and harsh. I felt some connection to nearly all of the characters and grew rather fond of our little band. Every now and then the
dialogue felt a bit...off. Just the way things were worded seemed strange. There was one event that left me thinking whoever
wrote it was under the influence at the time. But on the whole, the bulk of the dialogue worked just fine, I thought.

Maybe someone should mention that certain characters have really unpleasant backstories, and a few conversations become
uncomfortable - though unfortunately not at all unrealistic. The game portrays a civilization that's hit rock bottom, and it doesn't
shy away from the wicked doings of unprincipled, vile men. Dealing with them can be pretty disagreeable.

Took me about 15 hours to play through, but I did a lot of traveling around and exploring, bartering, and upgrading equipment.
Crafting and loot management is a bit click-heavy, but tolerable. Combat's pretty straightforward, and the outcome's pretty
much determined by the quality of equipment. As far as replayability, I started a new run on a harder difficulty right after
completing the game, and aside from skipping through some scenes, I still enjoyed it. I chose a few different skill routes to see
how that affected things, and ran into some things I didn't see the first time through - like the katana, machinegun, and a few
other powerful weapons.. wow, really?? If this is the best you got, you may want to place it as free to play. Now i also
understand how many of the reviews are negative. I highly suggest passing on this. This game turned from it had potential into
never updated abadonware pretty quick.
No update for two years, have trouble to run on many configurations do not waste time with this.. Fluffy is free today (29th May
2019), via the gamegiveawayoftheday [https:\/\/game.giveawayoftheday.com\/fluffy-3\/]HERE[\/url] (it's the non Steam
version, so no cards or achievements are included)

The following is based off the free version I received via the gamegiveawayoftheday and not my Steam version, which
I'd totally forgotten about. I don't remember buying it, so I'm presuming it was included in one of those cheap and
nasty indie bundles that are full of \u00a30.79\/$0.99 games; usually made with Unity, gamemaker or RPGmaker.

Fluffy is a timed platformer where the aim of the game is to move your pet to its home before the rain starts. There is
an indicator in the bottom left of the screen that indicates when it is about to start raining. If it empties completely you
have to restart the level again
You move your character using the A & D keys, jump using the space key and move your pet to your side by right
clicking the mouse. You must move your pet while it is still visible on screen.

Fluffy is a simple, nicely rendered and challenging game, especially if you are left handed as the key bindings are not
editable and are more suited to a right handed person. I found it almost impossible to carry out the required tasks in
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the time available due to the inability to edit the key bindings.

It took me several attempts to complete the first level due in part to the less than intuitive controls. You must ensure
there is enough space left on a platform for your pet to be able to fit on the platforms you jump to, otherwise you'll lose
your pet and be unable to complete the level. According to others who have played this game, the pet can also get in the
way and cause you to miss platforms.

As you progress from level to level, they become more challenging with various obstacles to avoid. You'll meet other
characters such as the snowman, who will give you a key in exchange for presents that you pick up on your journey.

Check out the mixed Steam community reviews HERE[\/b]. I couldn't find any You tube videos of game play, but there is a
video of game play on the Steam store page HERE

You can see in game images HERE. The game is more retro, although the picture is very ordinary, but there are many
small eggs. Personally, I prefer this kind of game without hints to fumble on my own. Suggestions 1. Increase the
minimap 2. Keyboard shortcut 3. I want to see the number of people online.
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